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this is a fun, fast, cars-on-cliffs game which defies the rules and is decidedly tdr in every sense. the game
requires no input to play, and the only thing the player is required to input is the password for the demo.

carmageddon tdr 2000 is the sequel to carmageddon, which was a top selling game for the pc platform in 1999.
when released, it was one of the first games to support directx 7, yet many users had problems with it and the

game became very unpopular. since then, the developers tried to improve the game. the most notable
improvements are that the video quality has been improved significantly, also the game has received a

soundtrack that's very different than that of carmageddon, with a more modern sound track. the game comes
with a package that contains an installation file (.msi), a title menu screen (.png), and a splash screen (.png) file
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for display after the game loads. the package also has an installer for the game, a patch to remove any blur
effect, a drivers folder (containing directx 7 drivers), an rar archive of the game (downloadable here:

http://freecargames.blob.core.windows.net/carmageddon/tdr2000.rar ), and a cd-rom containing the full game,
the manual, and a patch to remove 'blur'. the car races are 45 laps of 5 km in length and take place on 8 lanes
(for a total of 40 km of roads) with 10 cars racing at a time. the races take place on a very simple track, with a
dirt section that crosses a sea of water in a variety of patterns. the only feature that seems to be missing are

some interesting bends, or at least some examples of them. the tracks are not all even; often on the same pass
the driver of one car will pull a light fast right turn, and the driver in the next car will do the same. this can cause

significant amounts of scraping and bouncing.
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